Calculating children: The effects of ProKid23- on children’s right to privacy and non-discrimination

The use of algorithmic decision-making in law enforcement is increasing, in the fields of both administration and policing. Many of these decision-making systems target the lower socioeconomic class or other vulnerable or marginalized groups in society (Eubanks 2018; Bridges 2017). The increasing prevalence of these decision-making support systems create new power (im)balances, as they sort people into categories and treat them accordingly (Gandy 1993, 2009; Lyon 2003), such as that fundamental rights like privacy are not applied equally (Bridges 2017). One of the spheres where that is most pressing is in law enforcement (administrative and criminal). Here, citizens can experience severe consequences, such as registrations of being fraudulent, benefits that are put on hold, obligatory repayments, or even sentences.

This paper zooms in on one of those algorithmic decision-making support systems used by the Dutch Police. The system in question is ProKid23-, a risk assessment system that identifies persons under the age of 23 who have a heightened risk of engaging in criminal behavior. The system, for now, identifies a few different types of crime: violent offences, sexual offences, property offences with violence, property offences without violence, and offences in general. Whenever a person under 23 is being registered within one of the police databases/registrations, ProKid23- estimates the risk that this particular person will exhibit criminal behaviour again (i.e. will commit a violent, sexual or property offence or will offend in general). The systems’ risk score will then be examined by a police officer, who can choose to refer the person to child or youth welfare services or child or youth protection services.

ProKid23- is not the first system the Dutch Police has used for this purposes, but is a follow-on development of ProKid12- (also: ProKid) and ProKidPlus (also: ProKid+). Those two systems have now been discontinued. ProKid23- is in development, and therefore has not been given much attention yet in the debates about algorithmic justice, unlike ProKid (La Fors 2015; La Fors 2016; La Fors 2020) and ProKid+ (Jansen 2022a, Jansen 2022b).

As I argue, ProKid23- can be understood as both a predictive policing system and a recidivism risk system. It’s aim, however, goes beyond those developments, and it is a prime example of an ‘iGovernment’ application (Prins, Broeders & Griffioen 2012) where boundaries between the domains of service, care and control are blurred. Not only is ProKid23- used within the criminal justice system, it is intertwined with youth welfare and protection services – its use has therefore potentially far-reaching ramifications. The development and use of ProKid23- then raises important questions: whose privacy is breached? Is ProKid23- applied equally? Is this in accordance with the legal framework?
From a legal point of view, in particular from the perspective of human rights, these questions should be answered according to a set of criterions. Interferences with human rights, such as the right to privacy and the right to non-discrimination, should (1) be prescribed by law; (2) have a legitimate aim; and (3) be necessary in a democratic society, and be proportional. I argue that ProKid23- does not meet those set of criterions.

My argument relies in particular on concepts used within law, ethics and surveillance studies. I argue that through sorting and triaging (Gandy 1993, 2009; Eubanks 2018), the Dutch Police decides based upon profiles and stereotypes who should be referred to youth care or youth protection services. That means that trough using ProKid23-, children’s informational and decisional privacy is breached (Lanzing 2018), and they are possibly discriminated by association (Wachter 2019). As human rights are rooted in the autonomy and equality of citizens (Roessler 2017; Stoljar and Voigt 2022), the violation of privacy and non-discrimination poses a threat to the children’s autonomy and equality.
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